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The BEM with graded meshes for the electric ﬁeld
integral equation on polyhedral surfaces
A. Bespalov S. Nicaisey
Abstract
We consider the variational formulation of the electric ﬁeld integral equation on
a Lipschitz polyhedral surface  . We study the Galerkin boundary element discreti-
sations based on the lowest-order Raviart-Thomas surface elements on a sequence of
anisotropic meshes algebraically graded towards the edges of  . We establish quasi-
optimal convergence of Galerkin solutions under a mild restriction on the strength
of grading. The key ingredient of our convergence analysis are new componentwise
stability properties of the Raviart-Thomas interpolant on anisotropic elements.
Key words: electromagnetic scattering, electric ﬁeld integral equation, Galerkin discreti-
sation, boundary element method, Raviart-Thomas interpolation, anisotropic elements,
graded mesh
AMS Subject Classiﬁcation: 65N38, 65N12, 78M15
1 Introduction
In this paper, we study the Galerkin boundary element method (BEM) on graded meshes
for numerical solution of the electric ﬁeld integral equation (EFIE) on a Lipschitz polyhe-
dral surface   in R3 (i.e.,   = @
, where 
  R3 is a Lipschitz polyhedron). The EFIE
models the scattering of time-harmonic electromagnetic waves at a perfect conductor, and
the Galerkin BEM is widely used in engineering practice for simulation of this physical
phenomenon.
The Galerkin BEM considered in this paper employs div -conforming lowest-order
Raviart-Thomas surface elements to discretise the variational formulation of the EFIE
(known as Rumsey’s principle). This approach is referred to as the natural BEM for the
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EFIE (there exist other approaches, e.g., based on a stable mixed reformulation of Rum-
sey’s principle, see [16]). Non-coercivity of the bilinear form in Rumsey’s principle (due
to the inﬁnite-dimensional kernel of div , cf. (2.1)) signiﬁcantly complicates the conver-
gence analysis of Galerkin schemes. This problem can be overcome by using appropriate
decompositions of vector ﬁelds in order to isolate the kernel of div  (we refer to discussion
in [18, Section 3], to an abstract theory in [13, 12], and we outline available techniques
for constructing such decompositions in Section 4). These ideas have led to major ad-
vances in the convergence analysis and a priori error analysis of the BEM for the EFIE
on (open and closed) Lipschitz surfaces, see [24, 16, 13, 19, 18] for the h-version of the
BEM and [5, 8, 4, 7] for high-order methods (p- and hp-BEM). All these results, however,
assume shape-regularity of the underlying meshes on  .
It is well-known that convergence rates of the h-BEM with quasi-uniform and shape-
regular meshes are bounded by the poor regularity of solutions to the EFIE on non-smooth
surfaces. For example, on a closed polyhedral surface   = @
, the solution may be only
H"( )-regular (with a small " > 0 in the case of non-convex polyhedron 
, cf. [20, Sec-
tion 4.4.2]), and convergence rate of the h-BEM is only 1
2
+ " in this case, whereas in the
case of smooth solutions the lowest-order h-BEM converges with the optimal rate of 3
2
(see [24, Theorem 8.2] and [4, Theorem 2.2]). Taking the cue from the h-BEM results for
the Laplacian (see [28, 27]), we expect that an optimal convergence rate of the h-BEM for
the EFIE can be recovered on the non-smooth surface  , if one employs the meshes that
are appropriately graded towards the edges of  . These meshes contain highly anisotropic
elements along the edges of  , and none of the results mentioned above is applicable in
this case. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, the quasi-optimality of the Galerkin
h-BEM with graded meshes for the EFIE has not been studied in the literature, and with
this paper we ﬁll this theoretical gap.
In the next section, we introduce necessary notation and formulate the EFIE in its
variational form. In Section 3, we construct graded meshes on  , introduce the boundary
element space, and formulate the main result of the paper— Theorem 3.1—that estab-
lishes quasi-optimal convergence of Galerkin solutions on graded meshes. The proof of
Theorem 3.1 follows the approach suggested in [13, 19], summarised in [18, Section 9.1],
and extended to a general class of operators in [12, Section 3]. At the heart of this ap-
proach is the decomposition technique described in Section 4. Section 5 is instrumental in
the construction of the corresponding discrete decomposition: here we establish new stabil-
ity properties of the Raviart-Thomas interpolant of low-regular vector ﬁelds on anisotropic
elements. In Section 6, we introduce the discrete decomposition and complete the proof
of Theorem 3.1. An essential ingredient here is the projection operator Qh with enhanced
approximation properties (see Proposition 6.1). The proof of Proposition 6.1 is given in
Section 7.
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2 The electric ﬁeld integral equation
The variational formulation of the EFIE is posed on the Hilbert space
X = H 1=2(div ; ) := fu 2 H 1=2k ( ); div  u 2 H 1=2( )g:
Here, div  denotes the surface divergence operator, H
 1=2
k ( ) is the dual space of H
1=2
k ( )
(the tangential trace space of H1(
) on  , see [14, 17]), and H 1=2( ) is the dual space of
H1=2( ). The space X is equipped with its graph norm k  kX. We refer to [14, 15, 17, 18]
for deﬁnitions and properties of H 1=2(div ; ) and other involved trace spaces. We also
recall from [14, 17] that X is the natural tangential trace space of H(curl;
).
In the present article, we use the same notation as in [4], where we recalled deﬁnitions of
the full range of Sobolev spaces and diﬀerential operators needed for convergence analysis
of the BEM for the EFIE (see Section 3.1 therein). In particular, we use a traditional
notation for the Sobolev spaces (of scalar functions) Hs, ~Hs (s 2 [ 1; 1]), Hs0 (s 2 (0; 1])
and their norms on Lipschitz domains and surfaces (see [25, 26]). The norm and inner
product in L2(D) = H0(D) on a domain or surface D will be denoted by k  k0;D and
(; )0;D, respectively. The notation (; )0;D will be used also for appropriate duality pairings
extending the L2(D)-pairing for functions on D.
For vector ﬁelds we will use boldface symbols (e.g., u = (u1; u2)), and the spaces (or
sets) of vector ﬁelds are also denoted in boldface (e.g., Hs(D) = (Hs(D))2 with D  R2).
The norms and inner products in these spaces are deﬁned componentwise. The notation for
the Sobolev spaces of tangential vector ﬁelds on   follows [14, 15, 17]. In particular, L2t ( )
denotes the space of two-dimensional, tangential, square integrable vector ﬁelds on  . The
norm and inner product in this space will be denoted by k  k0;  and (; )0; , respectively,
and we will also use (; )0;  for appropriate duality pairings extending the L2t ( )-pairing
for tangential vector ﬁelds on  . The similarity of this notation with the one for scalar
functions should not lead to any confusion, as the meaning will always be clear from the
context .
For a ﬁxed wave number k > 0 and for a given source functional f 2 X0, the variational
formulation for the EFIE reads as: ﬁnd a complex tangential ﬁeld u 2 X such that
a(u;v) := h	kdiv  u; div  vi   k2h	ku;vi = hf ;vi 8v 2 X: (2.1)
Here, 	k (resp., 	k) denote the scalar (resp., vectorial) single layer boundary integral op-
erator on   for the Helmholtz operator   k2, see [16, Section 4.1] (resp., [18, Section 5]).
To ensure the uniqueness of the solution to (2.1) we always assume that k2 is not an
electrical eigenvalue of the interior problem in 
.
3 Galerkin BEM on graded meshes. The main result.
For approximate solution of (2.1) we apply the natural BEM based on Galerkin discreti-
sations with lowest-order Raviart-Thomas spaces on graded meshes.
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First, let us describe the construction of graded meshes on individual faces of  . Here,
we follow [28, Section 3]. For simplicity, we can assume that all faces of   are triangles. On
general polygonal faces the construction is similar, or one can ﬁrst subdivide the polygon
into triangles. On a triangular face F   , we ﬁrst draw three lines through the centroid
and parallel to the sides of F . This makes F divided into three parallelograms and three
triangles (see Figure 1). Each of the three parallelograms can be mapped onto the unit
square bQ = (0; 1)2 by a linear transformation such that the vertex (0; 0) of bQ is the image
of a vertex of F . Analogously, each of the three sub-triangles can be mapped onto the unit
triangle bT = fx = (x1; x2); 0 < x1 < 1; 0 < x2 < x1g  bQ such that the vertex (1; 1)
of bT is the image of the centroid of F . Next, the graded mesh on bQ (and hence on bT ) is
generated by the lines
x1 =

i
N

; x2 =

j
N

; i; j = 0; 1; : : : ; N:
Here,   1 is the grading parameter, and N  1 corresponds to the level of reﬁnement.
Mapping each cell of these meshes back onto the face F , we obtain a graded mesh of
triangles and parallelograms on F (see Figure 1). Note that the diameter of the largest
element of this mesh is proportional to N 1. Hence, h = 1=N deﬁnes the mesh parameter,
and we will denote by T = fhg a family of graded meshes h = fK; [ K =  g generated
on   by following the procedure described above.
Let us now introduce the boundary element spaceXh. It is known that Raviart-Thomas
surface elements provide an aﬃne equivalent family of div -conforming ﬁnite elements
under the Piola transformation, see [11, Section III.3]. We will writeRT 0(K) for the local
lowest-order Raviart-Thomas space on a generic (triangular or quadrilateral) element K,
and we denote by Xh = RT 0(h) the corresponding space of div -conforming boundary
elements over the graded mesh h.
The following theorem states the unique solvability and quasi-optimal convergence of
the Galerkin BEM on graded meshes for the EFIE.
Theorem 3.1 There exists h0 < 1 such that for any f 2 X0 and for any graded mesh h
with h  h0 and  2 [1; 3), the Galerkin boundary element discretisation of (2.1) admits
a unique solution uh 2 Xh and the h-version of the Galerkin BEM on graded meshes h
converges quasi-optimally, i.e.,
ku  uhkX  C inf
v2Xh
ku  vkX; (3.1)
where the constant C may depend only on the geometry of   and the grading parameter .
The proof of Theorem 3.1 relies on an abstract theory for analysing convergence of
Galerkin discretisations for non-coercive variational problems like (2.1). This theory was
developed in [13], [19], [18, Section 9.1], and in [12, Section 3]. In particular, it follows
from the latter article that in order to prove Theorem 3.1 we need to establish the following
properties:
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Figure 1: Graded mesh on the triangular face F   . The triangular (resp., parallelogram)
block of elements TF (resp., QF ) is the image of the graded mesh on the unit triangle bT
(resp., the unit square bQ).
(A) the existence of a stable direct decomposition X = V W such that ajVV and
 ajWW are both X-coercive, and ajVW and ajWV are both compact;
(B) the existence of the corresponding discrete decomposition Xh = Vh+Wh,Wh W,
that is uniformly stable with respect to the mesh parameter h;
(C) the gap property
sup
vh2Vh
inf
v2V
kv   vhkX
kvhkX  "(h) with "(h)! 0 as h! 0. (3.2)
We will prove Theorem 3.1 by verifying these properties in Sections 4 and 6 below.
Remark 3.1 Theorem 3.1 remains valid if   is a piecewise plane orientable open surface
(see [13] for the problem formulation and the underlying tangential trace spaces in this case).
The proof repeats the arguments in Sections 4 and 6 below by using a speciﬁc construction
of the decomposition X = V W as described in [8, Section 3].
Remark 3.2 If some information about the regularity of the solution u to (2.1) is available,
then convergence result of Theorem 3.1 translates into an a priori error estimate in the
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natural X-norm. For scattering problems with suﬃciently smooth source functional f (e.g.,
with f representing the excitation by an incident plane wave), the regularity of the solution
depends only on the geometry of  . In particular, nonsmoothness of   leads to singularities
in the solution of the EFIE, severely aﬀecting convergence rates of the h-BEM on shape-
regular meshes. However, similar to the case of the Laplacian in [28, 27], by employing
the graded meshes with suﬃciently large grading parameter  (depending on the strength of
singularities in u) one may hope to recover the optimal convergence rate (i.e., the rate of
the h-BEM on quasi-uniform meshes in the case of a smooth solution). The main question
here is whether the restriction on the grading parameter  that guarantees quasi-optimality
of the Galerkin BEM in Theorem 3.1, is suﬃcient for recovering this optimal convergence.
We will address this issue in the forthcoming article [10].
Throughout the paper, C, C1, etc. denote generic positive constants that are indepen-
dent of the mesh parameter h and involved functions but may depend on the geometry of
  and the grading parameter . We will also write a . b and A ' B, which means the
existence of generic positive constants C, C1, C2 such that a  Cb and C1B  A  C2B,
respectively.
4 Decomposition technique
Let us address property (A) from Section 3. One way to obtain a suitable splitting is
to employ the Hodge decomposition of X, cf. [15]. This idea was successfully exploited
in [16, 24, 19, 13] in the context of the h-BEM on shape-regular meshes and, in a modiﬁed
form, in [5] for analysing the p-BEM on plane open screens. When attempting to use
the Hodge decomposition for convergence analysis of the h-BEM on graded meshes, poor
regularity of vector ﬁelds in the V-component leads to severe restrictions on the grading
parameter .
An alternative technique employs a regularising projection R : X ! X to construct a
decomposition of X with enhanced regularity of the V-component (see [23], [18, Section 3],
and [12, Section 4.3.1]). More speciﬁcally, there exists a projection R : X ! X (see [18,
Lemma 2] for details of construction of R) such that
div  Ru = div u for any u 2 X (4.1)
and
9C = C( ) > 0 such that kRuk
H
1=2
? ( )
 C kdiv ukH 1=2( ) 8u 2 X; (4.2)
where H1=2? ( )  X is the rotated tangential trace space of H1(
) on   = @
, see [14, 17].
Then, one can deﬁne the decomposition
X = V W with V := R(X)  H1=2? ( ) and W := (Id  R)(X): (4.3)
Decomposition (4.3) was used in [8] to prove unique solvability and quasi-optimal conver-
gence of the hp-BEM with locally variable polynomial degrees on shape-regular meshes.
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As we will see in this paper, the same decomposition technique can be used eﬀectively in
the analysis of the h-BEM on graded meshes.
By (4.1) we conclude that W comprises div -free vector ﬁelds. Stability of the decom-
position in (4.3) follows from inequality (4.2) and the continuous embeddingH1=2? ( ) ,! X.
Furthermore, the embedding V ,! L2t ( ) is compact by (4.2) and Rellich’s theorem. Thus,
thanks to the H 1=2( )-coercivity (resp., H 1=2? ( )-coercivity) of 	k (resp. 	k) (see [18,
Lemmas 8, 7]), the X-coercivity of ajVV and  ajWW is proved by the same arguments
as in [13, proof of Theorem 3.4]. The compactness of ajVW and ajWV is due to the conti-
nuity of 	k : H
 1=2
? ( )! H1=2? ( ) and the compactness of the embedding V ,! H 1=2? ( )
(see [18, Lemma 9]). This proves (A).
Before we can deﬁne the discrete counterpart of decomposition (4.3), we need to ﬁnd
a suitable projector onto the space of Raviart-Thomas surface elements. Stability of the
discrete decomposition will follow from stability properties of the Raviart-Thomas inter-
polation on anisotropic elements, which is the subject of the next section.
5 Raviart-Thomas interpolation on anisotropic
elements
In this section, we establish new stability properties of the Raviart-Thomas interpolant on
anisotropic elements. We will also prove the corresponding interpolation error estimates.
In the context of the ﬁnite element method, the analysis of interpolation operators on
anisotropic elements can be found in [3, 1]. For the Raviart-Thomas interpolation (see,
e.g., [1, Section 3]), the main idea is to study componentwise stability of the interpolant
on a reference element bK. For suﬃciently regular vector ﬁelds, this study relies on the
fact that the standard (scalar) trace operator is well deﬁned for functions in W 1;p( bK) for
any p > 1. In our BEM application, however, the stability result is needed for low-regular
vector ﬁelds living in fractional Sobolev spaces Hs( bK) \ H(div; bK) with 0 < s  1=2.
For such vector ﬁelds, the trace of the normal component only exists in a weak sense.
Therefore, instead of the standard trace argument used in [1], we use Green’s formula (5.3)
and consistently employ the anisotropic seminorms deﬁned below. More precisely, for
s 2 (0; 1=2] we introduce the Hs-seminorms of anisotropic type. On the reference squarebQ = (0; 1)2 these are deﬁned as follows:
juj2
AHs1(
bQ) =
Z 1
0
ju(; x2)j2Hs(0;1) dx2;
juj2
AHs2(
bQ) =
Z 1
0
ju(x1; )j2Hs(0;1) dx1:
These deﬁnitions are meaningful for all u 2 Hs( bQ) due to [25, Theorem 10.2] which yields
that
kukHs( bQ) ' kuk0; bQ + jujAHs1( bQ) + jujAHs2( bQ): (5.1)
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On the reference triangle bT = f(x1; x2); 0 < x1 < 1; 0 < x2 < x1g, the following seminorms
juj2
AHs1(
bT ) =
Z 1
0
ju(; x2)j2Hs(x2;1) dx2;
juj2
AHs2(
bT ) =
Z 1
0
ju(x1; )j2Hs(0;x1) dx1
are also well deﬁned for all u 2 Hs(bT ). Indeed, by Theorem 1.4.3.1 of [21] there exists a
continuous linear operator (called the extension operator) E : Hs(bT )! Hs( bQ) such that
EujbT = u; 8u 2 Hs(bT ):
Hence, applying (5.1) to Eu, we have
jujAHs1(bT ) + jujAHs2(bT ) . kukHs(bT ): (5.2)
We recall that the Raviart-Thomas interpolant RTu is well-deﬁned for any u 2 Hs(K)
(s > 0) such that divu 2 L2(K), where K is any triangle or rectangle. Indeed, for such
vector ﬁelds the following Green’s formula is meaningful (see, e.g., [6, Lemma 2.1])
(u;r')0;K +
Z
K
divu' = (u  n; ')0;@K ; 8' 2 H1 "(K); (5.3)
with " 2 (0; s) and n denoting the outward unit normal to @K. Hence, taking ' 2 H1 "(K)
such that ' = 1 on the edge e  @K and ' = 0 on @Kne, we can deﬁne (u  n; 1)0;e :=
(u  n; ')0;@K .
In what follows, we will denote by bRT the Raviart-Thomas interpolation operator on
the reference element bK ( bK = bT or bQ). Throughout this section, we will refer to two
components of a vector ﬁeld using the indices l; l0 2 f1; 2g such that l 6= l0 (e.g., l0 = 3  l
for l = 1; 2).
5.1 The reference element
Let bK be the reference element ( bK = bT or bQ) and bei (i = 1; 2; 3 or i = 1; 2; 3; 4) denote the
edges of bK. Speciﬁcally, on the references triangle bT , we denote by be1 (resp. be2) the edge
on the x1-axis (resp., parallel to the x2-axis), and by be3 the oblique edge (see Figure 2).
We recall from [11] that the lowest-order Raviart-Thomas elements on bK are deﬁned as
RT 0( bK) = ((a; b)> + c(x1; x2)>; a; b; c 2 R	 if bK = bT ;
(a+ cx1; b+ dx2)
>; a; b; c; d 2 R	 if bK = bQ;
and that the associated degrees of freedom are given byZ
bei u  n ds:
In the case of the reference triangle bT we have the following result.
8
Figure 2: The reference square bQ and the reference triangle bT .
Theorem 5.1 (i) For all u 2 Hs(bT ) \H(div; bT ) with s > 1=2, we have for l = 1; 2
k(bRTu)lk0;bT . kulkHs(bT ) + kdivuk0;bT : (5.4)
(ii) For all u 2 Hs(bT ) \H(div; bT ) with 0 < s  1=2, we have for l = 1; 2
k(bRTu)lk0;bT . kulkHs(bT ) + jul0jAHs
l0 (
bT ) + kdivuk0;bT : (5.5)
Proof. We will prove both statements for l = 1. The proof is analogous in the case l = 2.
One has bRTu = (a; b)> + c(x1; x2)> with a; b; c 2 R. Hence
k(bRTu)1k0;bT = ka+ cx1k0;bT . jaj+ jcj  ja+ cj+ 2jcj:
Observe that
2c = div bRTu = 2 ZbT divu:
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality this yields
jcj . kdivuk0;bT :
Therefore in order to estimate k(bRTu)1k0;bT one needs to bound ja+ cj = j(u  n; 1)0;be2 j.
If u 2 Hs(bT ) with s > 1=2, then we can use the trace theorem to estimate
ja+ cj = j(u  n; 1)0;be2j = j(u1; 1)0;be2 j . ku1kHs(bT ):
This proves statement (i) (for l = 1).
Now, let us consider u 2 Hs(bT ) \ H(div; bT ) for 0 < s  1=2. In order to estimate
(u  n; 1)0;be2 in this case, we ﬁx a function ' 2 H1 "(bT ), " 2 (0; s), such that ' = 1 on be2
and ' = 0 on @ bTnbe2. Then by Green’s formula (5.3) we have
(u  n; 1)0;be2 = (u;r')0;bT +
Z
bT divu' = (u1; @1')0;bT + (u2; @2')0;bT +
Z
bT divu': (5.6)
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For the term (u1; @1')0;bT , we ﬁrst use a standard duality argument,
j(u1; @1')0;bT j  ku1kH"(bT ) k@1'kH "(bT );
and by the continuity property of @1 : H1 "(bT ) ! H "(bT ) (see Theorem 1.4.4.6 of [21])
we ﬁnd
j(u1; @1')0;bT j . ku1kHs(bT ) k'kH1 "(bT ): (5.7)
The term (u2; @2')0;bT requires more subtle analysis. Let I(x1) denote the interval (0; x1)
for any x1 2 bI := (0; 1). First, by (5.2) and Fubini’s theorem, we may write
(u2; @2')0;bT =
Z 1
0
(u2(x1; ); @2'(x1; ))0;I(x1) dx1: (5.8)
Now we use a density argument to show thatZ 1
0
g(x1)(1; @2'(x1; ))0;I(x1) dx1 = 0; (5.9)
for all g 2 L2(bI). Indeed, ﬁx a sequence of smooth function 'n such that
'n ! ' in H1 "(bT ) as n!1:
Then for all x1 2 bI = (0; 1), we have
(1; @2'n(x1; ))0;I(x1) =
Z x1
0
@2'n(x1; x2) dx2 = 'n(x1; x1)  'n(x1; 0):
For any g 2 L2(bI), multiplying this identity by g(x1) and integrating the result in x1 2
(0; 1), we obtain Z 1
0
g(x1)(1; @2'n(x1; ))0;I(x1) dx1 =
Z
be3 g'n  
Z
be1 g'n:
Hence, as n!1 we ﬁnd thatZ 1
0
g(x1)(1; @2'(x1; ))0;I(x1) dx1 =
Z
be3 g' 
Z
be1 g';
which proves (5.9) by recalling that ' = 0 on be1 and be3.
Coming back to (5.8) and using (5.9), we have
(u2; @2')0;bT =
Z 1
0
 
u2(x1; ) MI(x1)(u2(x1; )); @2'(x1; )

0;I(x1)
dx1;
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where MI(x1)(u2(x1; )) = 1x1
R x1
0
u2(x1; x2) dx2 is the mean of u2(x1; ) on I(x1) = (0; x1).
Then a duality argument yields
j(u2; @2')0;bT j 
Z 1
0
ku2(x1; ) MI(x1)(u2(x1; ))kH"(I(x1))k@2'(x1; )kH "(I(x1)) dx1: (5.10)
Using a scaling argument and Friedrichs’ inequality we estimate
ku2(x1; ) MI(x1)(u2(x1; ))kH"(I(x1))  ku2(x1; ) MI(x1)(u2(x1; ))kHs(I(x1))
 Cju2(x1; )jHs(I(x1)); (5.11)
with C > 0 independent of x1 2 (0; 1).
For the second factor in the integrand in (5.10), in order to apply Theorem 1.4.4.6 of
[21] on a ﬁxed domain, we ﬁrst notice that '(x1; ) 2 H1 "0 (I(x1)) a. e. in (0; 1) 3 x1.
Therefore, for almost all x1 2 (0; 1) there exists a sequence of functions 'n 2 C10 (I(x1)),
n = 1; 2; : : :, such that 'n ! '(x1; ) in H1 "0 (I(x1)) as n!1 andZ x1
0
@'n(x2) dx2 = 0 8n = 1; 2; : : : :
Using a scaling argument, we deduce that
k@'nkH "(I(x1)) = sup
v2H"(I(x1))
v 6=0
R x1
0
@'n v dx2
kvkH"(I(x1))
 x 
1
2
+"
1 supbv2H"(0;1)bv 6=0
R 1
0
@ b'n bv dbx2
jbvjH"(0;1) :
As @ b'n has zero average, we can estimate
k@'nkH "(I(x1))  x 
1
2
+"
1 supbv2H"(0;1)bv 6=0; R 10 bv=0
R 1
0
@ b'nbv dbx2
jbvjH"(0;1)
. x 
1
2
+"
1 supbv2H"(0;1)bv 6=0; R 10 bv=0
R 1
0
@ b'nbv dbx2
kbvkH"(0;1)  x  12+"1 k@ b'nkH "(0;1):
Hence, by Theorem 1.4.4.6 of [21] we prove that
k@'nkH "(I(x1)) . x 
1
2
+"
1 kb'nkH1 "(0;1) . x  12+"1 jb'njH1 "(0;1):
Mapping back to the interval I(x1) = (0; x1) we have
k@'nkH "(I(x1)) . j'njH1 "(I(x1)):
As n!1 we ﬁnd
k@2'(x1; )kH "(I(x1))  C1j'(x1; )jH1 "(I(x1)) a. e. on (0; 1) 3 x1; (5.12)
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with C1 > 0 independent of x1.
Using estimates (5.11) and (5.12) in (5.10) we arrive at
(u2; @2')0;bT  . Z 1
0
ju2(x1; )jHs(0;x1)k'(x1; )kH1 "(0;x1) dx1:
Then the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality yields
(u2; @2')0;bT  . ju2jAHs2(bT )
Z 1
0
k'(x1; )k2H1 "(0;x1) dx1
 1
2
: (5.13)
The last term on the right-hand side of (5.6) is estimated by using the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality: Z
bT divu'  kdivuk0;bT k'k0;bT :
Using this estimate and inequalities (5.7), (5.13) in (5.6), we obtain (5.5) (for l = 1). 2
Corollary 5.1 (i) For all u 2 Hs(bT ) \H(div; bT ) with s > 1=2, we have for l = 1; 2
kul   (bRTu)lk0;bT . juljHs(bT ) + kdivuk0;bT :
(ii) For all u 2 Hs(bT ) \H(div; bT ) with 0 < s  1=2, we have for l = 1; 2
kul   (bRTu)lk0;bT . juljHs(bT ) + jul0jAHs
l0 (
bT ) + kdivuk0;bT :
Proof. It is suﬃcient to prove only statement (ii). For l = 1, we take eu = u (MbTu1; 0)>,
where MbTu1 = RbT u1. One has
eu  bRTeu = u  bRTu; div eu = divu;
and
ju1jHs(bT ) = j~u1jHs(bT ) ' k~u1kHs(bT ):
The assertion then follows by applying estimate (5.5) to eu. The proof is analogous for
l = 2. 2
Counterexample 5.1 Here we provide a counterexample which demonstrates that for low-
regular vector ﬁelds the term jul0jAHs
l0 (
bT ) in (5.5) cannot be omitted. This is in contrast to
the case of suﬃciently-regular ﬁelds in (5.4) (see also Lemma 3.3 in [1]). In particular, if
we assume that
k(bRTu)2k0;bT . ku2kH1=2(bT ) + kdivuk0;bT (5.14)
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for all u 2 H 12 (bT ) \H(div; bT ), then we will arrive at a contradiction. Indeed, inspired by
Example 2.6 of [3], we deﬁne on bT  (0; 1)
v"(x1; x2; x3) = (x1   1)w"(x2; x3) with w"(x2; x3) = min
n
1; " log log
e
r
o
for any " > 0:
Here, r = (x22+x23)
1
2 , and e is the Euler number. Taking rv" on bT (here  = (0; 0; 1)),
we ﬁnd a divergence-free vector ﬁeld
u"(x1; x2) =
 
(1  x1)@x2w"(x2; 0); w"(x2; 0)
>
:
Simple calculations show that bRTu" = (0; 1)>, and by the trace theorem we have
k(u")2kH1=2(bT ) = kw"(x2; 0)kH1=2(bT ) . kw"kH1(bT(0;1)):
Since kw"kH1(bT(0;1)) ! 0 as " ! 0 (see [3, Example 2.6]), we conclude that (u")2 ! 0
in H
1
2 (bT ) as " ! 0. This seems to contradict (5.14) but not directly because the ﬁrst
component of u" is not in H
1
2 (bT ). Hence, in order to arrive at a contradiction, we need
to show that if (5.14) holds for all u 2 H 12 (bT ) \H(div; bT ), then u" satisﬁes (5.14) (with
a constant independent of "). Indeed, for a ﬁxed " > 0, as w"(; 0) 2 H1(0; 1), we can
consider a sequence of smooth functions wn 2 C1([0; 1]) such that
wn ! w"(; 0) in H1(0; 1) as n!1:
Then we deﬁne
un(x1; x2) = ((1  x1)@wn(x2); wn(x2))>:
One has un 2 H 12 (bT ) and divun = 0. Moreover, bRTun ! bRTu" as n!1. Therefore,
applying estimate (5.14) to un and letting n!1, we conclude that u" satisﬁes (5.14).
Remark 5.1 By Counterexample 5.1 we can easily show that a result similar to Lemma 3.3
in [1] for the Nédélec interpolant on the tetrahedron bT3 = f(x1; x2; x3) 2 R3; xi > 0; i =
1; 2; 3 and 0 < x1 + x2 + x3 < 1g is not valid. In other words, the anisotropic estimate
k(bNedv)lk0;bT3 . kvlkH1(bT3) + kcurl vk0;bT3 ; l = 1; 2; 3
does not hold for all v 2 H1(bT3) =  H1(bT3)3.
In the case of the reference square bQ, the following results analogous to those in Theo-
rem 5.1 and Corollary 5.1 hold (we refer to [9, Section 5.1] for details of the proofs).
Theorem 5.2 (i) For all u 2 Hs( bQ) with s > 1=2, we have for l = 1; 2
k(bRTu)lk0; bQ . kulkHs( bQ) and kul   (bRTu)lk0; bQ . juljHs( bQ):
(ii) For all u 2 Hs( bQ) \H(div; bQ) with 0 < s  1=2, we have for l = 1; 2
k(bRTu)lk0; bQ . kulkHs( bQ) + jul0jAHs
l0 (
bQ) + kdivuk0; bQ;
kul   (bRTu)lk0; bQ . juljHs( bQ) + jul0jAHs
l0 (
bQ) + kdivuk0; bQ:
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5.2 Anisotropic elements
In this subsection we will denote the functions on the elements K and bK by u and bu,
respectively. Analogous notation will be used for coordinates (e.g., x 2 K and bx 2 bK) and
for diﬀerential operators (e.g., div and cdiv).
First, let us prove the following auxiliary result.
Lemma 5.1 Let K be the image of the reference element bK ( bK = bT or bK = bQ) under
diagonal scaling with matrix B =
 
h1 0
0 h2

, where hl > 0. Then for any u 2 H 1=2(K) there
holds
kbukH 1=2( bK) . max fh1=21 ; h1=22 gh1h2 kukH 1=2(K); (5.15)
where bu(bx) = u(Bbx), bx = (bx1; bx2) 2 bK.
Proof. By the deﬁnition of the dual norm
kbukH 1=2( bK) = supbv2 ~H1=2( bK) (bu; bv)0; bKkbvk ~H1=2( bK) : (5.16)
We now estimate the norm kbvk ~H1=2( bK). If bv 2 H1( bK), then diagonal scaling yields
kbvk2
0; bK = (h1h2) 1 kvk20;K ;
kb@1bvk20; bK ' h1h 12 k@1vk20;K ; kb@2bvk20; bK ' h 11 h2 k@2vk20;K :
Therefore,
kbvk2
H10 (
bK) = kb@1bvk20; bK + kb@2bvk20; bK & min fh21; h22gh1h2 kvk2H10 (K);
and by interpolation between L2 and H10 we ﬁnd that
kbvk2~H1=2( bK) & min fh1; h2gh1h2 kvk2~H1=2(K) = 1max fh1; h2gkvk2~H1=2(K) 8bv 2 ~H1=2( bK): (5.17)
Since (bu; bv)0; bK = (h1h2) 1 (u; v)0;K , we use (5.17) in (5.16) to obtain inequality (5.15). 2
Now, we are in a position to prove the stability result and the corresponding error
estimate for the Raviart-Thomas interpolation on anisotropic elements.
Theorem 5.3 Let K be either the triangle T with vertices (0; 0), (h1; 0), (h1; h2), or the
rectangle Q with vertices (0; 0), (h1; 0), (0; h2), (h1; h2), where hl > 0. Denote hmax :=
max fh1; h2g. Then for any u 2 H1=2(K) with divu 2 R there holds for l = 1; 2
k(RTu)lk20;K . kulk20;K +
h3max
h1h2

julj2H1=2(K) + jul0j2AH1=2
l0 (K)
+ kdivuk2H 1=2(K)

(5.18)
and
kul   (RTu)lk20;K .
h3max
h1h2

julj2H1=2(K) + jul0 j2AH1=2
l0 (K)
+ kdivuk2H 1=2(K)

: (5.19)
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Proof. We consider only the case of the triangle, K = T . The proof is similar for K = Q.
We use the Piola transformation to deﬁne bu 2 H1=2(bT )\H(div; bT ) on the reference trianglebT as follows: bu(bx) = h1h2B 1u(Bbx) with B = h1 00 h2

:
Then we have
kbu1k20;bT = h22 (h1h2) 1 ku1k20;T = h2 h 11 ku1k20;T ;
jbu1j2H1=2(bT ) = ZbT
Z
bT
jbu1(bx)  bu1(by)j2
(jbx1   by1j2 + jbx2   by2j2)3=2dbx dby
= h22 (h1h2)
 2
Z
T
Z
T
ju1(x)  u1(y)j2
(h 21 jx1   y1j2 + h 22 jx2   y2j2)3=2
dx dy
 h 21 h3max ju1j2H1=2(T );
and
jbu2j2AH1=22 (bT ) =
Z 1
0
jbu2(bx1; )j2H1=2(0;bx1) dbx1
= h 11
Z h1
0
"Z h2x1=h1
0
Z h2x1=h1
0
h21ju2(x1; x2)  u2(x1; y2)j2
h 22 jx2   y2j2
dx2 dy2
h22
#
dx1
= h1 ju2j2AH1=22 (T ):
Furthermore, the standard properties of the Piola transformation yield
RTu(x) =
1
h1h2
BbRTbu(bx) = 1=h2 00 1=h1
 bRTbu(bx) and cdiv bu = h1h2 divu 2 R:
Therefore, applying Theorem 5.1 (ii) and Lemma 5.1 and using the fact that cdiv bu 2 R
(hence, kcdiv buk0;bT ' kcdiv bukH 1=2(bT )), we obtain
k(RTu)1k20;T = h 22 h1h2 k(bRTbu)1k20;bT
. h1h 12

kbu1k20;bT + jbu1j2H1=2(bT ) + jbu2j2AH1=22 (bT ) + kcdiv buk20;bT
. ku1k20;T +
h3max
h1h2
ju1j2H1=2(T ) +
h21
h2
ju2j2AH1=22 (T ) +
h1
h2
hmaxkdivuk2H 1=2(T ):
Recalling that hmax = max fh1; h2g, it is easy to see that
h21
h2
 h1
h2
hmax  h
3
max
h1h2
;
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and then inequality (5.18) follows (for l = 1 and K = T ).
Arguing as above and using Corollary 5.1 (ii) instead of Theorem 5.1 (ii) we establish
the error estimate in (5.19) for l = 1. The proof is analogous in the case l = 2. 2
We can now estimate the L2-error of the Raviart-Thomas interpolation on the graded
mesh h on  . The speciﬁc estimate that we need is for H
1=2-regular vector ﬁelds with
discrete divergence.
Lemma 5.2 For any u 2 H1=2? ( ) such that div u 2 div Xh there holds
ku  RTuk0;  . h1 =2 kukH1=2? ( ): (5.20)
Proof. Let F be a face of  , and let TF  F be a triangular block of elements, see Figure 1
(the arguments are analogous for the parallelogram block of elements QF ). The triangle
TF is mapped onto the unit triangle bT by the aﬃne transformation which is independent
of the mesh parameter h. Let us ﬁrst establish the error estimate for the Raviart-Thomas
interpolation on the unit triangle bT partitioned into elements as shown in Figure 1.
The graded mesh on bT comprises the quadrilaterals Kij = IiIj (i; j = 1; : : : ; N; i > j)
isomorphic to (0; hi) (0; hj) with hi  hj and the triangles Kii isomorphic to the triangle
with vertices (0; 0), (0; hi), (hi; hi). Applying error estimates from Theorem 5.3 on each
element Kij (i  j), we have for l = 1; 2:
kul   (RTu)lk20;Kij . h2ih 1j

julj2H1=2(Kij) + jul0j2AH1=2
l0 (Kij)
+ kdivuk2H 1=2(Kij)

:
Summing these estimates over all elements in bT and recalling that h2ih 1j . h2  for
1  i; j  N , we obtain
ku  RTuk20;bT . h2 
NX
i;j=1
ij

juj2H1=2(Kij) +
2X
l=1
julj2AH1=2l (Kij) + kdivuk
2
H 1=2(Kij)

: (5.21)
Note that by a standard superposition argument
NX
i=1
iX
j=1
ju2j2AH1=22 (Kij) .
NX
i=1
Z
Ii
ju2(x1; )j2H1=2(0;x1) dx1
=
Z 1
0
ju2(x1; )j2H1=2(0;x1) dx1 = ju2j2AH1=22 (bT )
(5.2)
. ku2k2H1=2(bT ); (5.22)
and similarly for u1. Hence, using standard superadditivity properties of the squared H1=2-
seminorm and the squared H 1=2-norm (see, e.g., [2, Theorem 4.1]), we deduce from (5.21)
the following error estimate on bT :
ku  RTuk0;bT . h1 =2

kukH1=2(bT ) + kdivukH 1=2(bT )

:
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Applying now the Piola transformation associated with the mapping TF ! bT , patching
together all individual blocks of elements on all faces of  , and using the superadditivity
of H1=2- and H 1=2-norms (as the functions of subdomains), we obtain
ku  RTuk0;  . h1 =2

kuk
H
1=2
  ( )
+ kdiv ukH 1=2( )

(5.23)
(here and below we use the space Hs ( ), s > 0, which is deﬁned in a piecewise fashion by
localisation to each face of  , with the norm kuk2Hs ( ) :=
P
F  kujFk2Hs(F )).
Inequality (5.20) follows from (5.23) due to the continuity property of div : H
1=2
? ( )!
H 1=2( ) (see [15, Section 4.2]). 2
6 Discrete decomposition and the gap property
Following the ideas from [13] and [18, Section 9.1], we can use the Raviart-Thomas inter-
polation operator RT to deﬁne the discrete counterparts of V and W in (4.3) (e.g., we
can set Vh := RT(R(Xh)), where R is the regularised projector introduced in Section 4).
However, as it follows from the results in Section 5, the Raviart-Thomas interpolation of
low-regular vector ﬁelds on graded meshes h is only stable (with respect to the L
2-norm)
when  < 2. Since the deﬁnition of the energy space X for the EFIE involves the dual
space H 1=2k ( ) with a weaker norm than k  k0; , we can relax the restriction on the grad-
ing parameter  by employing a diﬀerent projection onto the boundary element space and
using a duality argument on individual faces of  . This approach was successfully used by
Hiptmair and Schwab in [24, Section 8] and by Buﬀa and Christiansen in [13, Section 4.2.2]
in the context of the h-BEM with shape-regular meshes for the EFIE (see [5, 4] for appli-
cations of these ideas to the analysis of the p-BEM and the hp-BEM with quasi-uniform
meshes). We will demonstrate below that using these techniques together with stability
properties and error estimates for the Raviart-Thomas interpolation on anisotropic ele-
ments, one can design a stable discrete decomposition of the boundary element space on
h and prove the corresponding gap property (3.2) for any  < 3.
The construction of the desired projection operator is technically involved. Therefore,
we formulate here the ﬁnal result relevant to our discussion and give a detailed proof in
the next section. In the Proposition below, 0 denotes the L2( )-projection onto the space
of piecewise constant functions over the mesh h, and H
 1=2
  ( ) denotes the dual space of
H
1=2
  ( ) (with L2t ( ) as pivot space).
Proposition 6.1 There exists an operator Qh : Hs ( ) \H(div ; ) ! Xh (s > 0) such
that
div   Qh = 0  div ; (6.1)
and for any " > 0
ku QhukH 1=2  ( ) . h
1=2 "ku  RTukH(div ; ) 8u 2 Hs ( ) \H(div ; ): (6.2)
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Thus, the operator Qh inherits the crucial commuting diagram property (6.1) of the
classical RT-interpolation operator and, at the same time, allows to gain an extra power
of h when estimating the error (u Qhu) in the dual norm.
Corollary 6.1 For any u 2 H1=2? ( ) such that div u 2 div Xh, one has Qhu 2 Xh,
div Qhu = div u, and for any " > 0 there holds
ku QhukX = ku QhukH 1=2k ( ) . h
3=2 =2 "kuk
H
1=2
? ( )
: (6.3)
Since k  k
H
 1=2
k ( )
. k  k
H
 1=2
  ( )
, this result immediately follows from Proposition 6.1
and Lemma 5.2 due to the commuting diagram property for RT.
Since RXh  H1=2? ( ) (see (4.2)) and div  RXh = div Xh (see (4.1)), the following
deﬁnitions are valid thanks to Proposition 6.1:
Vh := (Qh  R)Xh; Wh := (Id Qh  R)Xh:
Then the commuting diagram property (6.1) and the error estimate (6.3) with  < 3 pave
the way for verifying properties (B) and (C) from Section 3 in exactly the same way as
demonstrated in [8, Section 6] (see also [9, Section 6] for details). This completes the proof
of Theorem 3.1.
7 Proof of Proposition 6.1
In this section, we give a constructive proof of Proposition 6.1. For any u 2 Hs ( ) \
H(div ; ) we construct Qhu in the Raviart-Thomas spaces on individual faces of  . Let F
be a single face of  , and let h(F ) denote the restriction of the graded mesh 

h onto F .
For the sake of simplicity of notation we will omit the subscript F for diﬀerential operators
over this face, e.g., we will write div for divF . We will also write (; ) for the L2(F )- and
L2(F )-inner products, and similarly k  k for the corresponding norms of scalar functions
and vector ﬁelds. First, let us prove the following auxiliary result.
Lemma 7.1 For any s > 1=2, the Raviart-Thomas interpolation operator RT : Hs(F ) \
H(div; F )!RT 0(h(F )), is L2(F )-stable, i.e., there exists a constant C > 0 independent
of h such that
kRTuk0;F  C
 kukHs(F ) + kdivuk0;F  8u 2 Hs(F ) \H(div; F ): (7.1)
Proof. Similarly to the proof of Lemma 5.2, it is suﬃcient to establish (7.1) for the unit
triangle bT partitioned into elements as shown in Figure 1 (this is because the aﬃne trans-
formations that map triangular blocks of elements TF F onto bT are independent of h).
The graded mesh on bT (see Figure 1) comprises anisotropic quadrilaterals Kij = Ii Ij
(i; j = 1; : : : ; N; i > j) isomorphic to (0; hi)  (0; hj) with hi  hj and shape-regular
triangles Kii isomorphic to the triangle with vertices (0; 0), (0; hi), (hi; hi). Using the
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Piola transform associated with the mapping bK ! Kij (i  j; bK = bT or bQ), we deﬁnebu 2 Hs( bK)\H(div; bK). Then, by the standard properties of the Piola transform we have
kbu1k20; bK ' h 1i hj ku1k20;Kij ; kcdiv buk20; bK ' hihj kdivuk20;Kij ;
k(RTu)1k20;Kij ' hi h 1j k(bRTbu)1k20; bK :
The application of the scaling argument yields:
jbu1j2Hs(bT ) = ZbT
Z
bT
jbu1(bx)  bu1(by)j2
(jbx1   by1j2 + jbx2   by2j2)1+sdbx dby
' h2i (hihi) 2
Z
Kii
Z
Kii
ju1(x)  u1(y)j2
(h 2i jx1   y1j2 + h 2i jx2   y2j2)1+s
dx dy
= h2si ju1j2Hs(Kii);
jbu1j2AHs1( bQ) =
Z 1
0
jbu1(; bx2)j2Hs(0;1) dbx2
= h 1j
Z hj
0
"Z hi
0
Z hi
0
h2j ju1(x1; x2)  u1(y1; x2)j2
h 1 2si jx1   y1j1+2s
dx1 dy1
h2i
#
dx2
' h2s 1i hj ju1j2AHs1(Kij) (i > j);
and analogously,
jbu1j2AHs2( bQ) ' h 1i h1+2sj ju1j2AHs2(Kij) (i > j):
Therefore, applying Theorem 5.1 (i), we obtain
k(RTu)1k20;Kii ' k(bRTbu)1k20;bT . kbu1k2Hs(bT ) + kcdiv buk0;bT
' ku1k20;Kii + h2si ju1j2Hs(Kii) + h2i jdivuj20;Kii : (7.2)
Similarly, applying Theorem 5.2 (i) and recalling (5.1), we have for i > j
k(RTu)1k20;Kij ' hi h 1j k(bRTbu)1k20; bQ . hih 1j kbu1k2Hs( bQ)
' hih 1j

kbu1k20; bQ + jbu1j2AHs1( bQ) + jbu1j2AHs2( bQ)
' ku1k20;Kij + h2si ju1j2AHs1(Kij) + h
2s
j ju1j2AHs2(Kij): (7.3)
The estimates analogous to (7.2) and (7.3) are also valid for k(RTu)2k0;Kij with i  j.
Combining the estimates for both components of RTu over all elements in bT and
then using the superposition argument as in (5.22) for anisotropic seminorms and the
superadditivity property of the H1=2-norm, we arrive at the desired result. 2
Our construction of the operatorQh follows the technique used by Hiptmair and Schwab
in the proof of Lemma 8.1 in [24] but relies on stability properties of the Raviart-Thomas
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interpolation on graded meshes over individual faces of  . Given u 2 Hs(F ) \H(div; F ),
s> 0, we consider the following mixed problem: Find (z; f)2H(div; F )L2(F ) such that
(z;v) + (div v; f) = (u;v) 8v 2 H0(div; F );
(div z; g) = (divu; g) 8g 2 L2(F );
z  ~n = u  ~n on @F :
(7.4)
Here, L2(F ) :=

v 2 L2(F ); (v; 1) = 0	, ~n is the unit outward normal vector to @F , and
H0(div; F ) := fv 2 H(div; F ); v  ~nj@F = 0g.
The unique solvability of (7.4) is proved by standard techniques (see [11, Chapter II]).
In fact, it is clear that the pair (u; 0) solves (7.4).
A conforming Galerkin approximation of problem (7.4) with Raviart-Thomas elements
on the graded mesh h(F ) reads as: Find (zh; fh) 2 Xh(F )Rh(F ) such that
(zh;v) + (div v; fh) = (u;v) 8v 2 Xh(F ) \H0(div; F );
(div zh; g) = (divu; g) 8g 2 Rh(F );
zh  ~n = RTu  ~n on @F :
(7.5)
Here, Xh(F ) denotes the restriction of Xh onto the face F , and Rh(F ) := fg 2 L2(F );
gjK = const; 8K 2 h(F ) and (g; 1) = 0g.
Note that the third equation in (7.5) implies (div(u   zh); 1) = 0. Hence, the second
identity in (7.5) holds for any piecewise constant function g 2 divXh(F ). Thus, div zh
is the L2(F )-projection of divu onto divXh(F ). In particular, if divu 2 divXh(F ) then
div zh = divu.
We now prove the unique solvability of (7.5). First, for any gh 2 Rh(F ) we ﬁnd a
function  2 H1 (F ) := f 2 H1(F ); (; 1) = 0g solving the variational problem
(r;r~) = (gh; ~) 8 ~ 2 H1 (F ): (7.6)
Applying the standard regularity result for problem (7.6) (see, e.g., [22, p. 82]), we conclude
that  2 H1+r(F ) with some r 2 (1
2
; 
!
) (here, ! < 2 denotes the maximal internal angle
at the vertices of F ), and
krkHr(F ) . kkH1+r(F ) . kghk: (7.7)
Therefore, r 2 Hr(F ) \ H0(div; F ), r > 12 , and the interpolant RTr 2 Xh(F ) \
H0(div; F ) is well deﬁned and stable, due to Lemma 7.1. Moreover, div (RTr) =
0(divr) (7.6)= gh. Hence, using (7.1) and (7.7) we prove the discrete inf-sup condition:
sup
vh2Xh(F )\H0(div;F )
vh 6=0
(div vh; gh)
kvhkH(div;F ) 
(div (RTr); gh)
kRTrkH(div;F )
 kghk
2
C
 krkHr(F ) + kdivrk+ kdiv (RTr)k
 ~C kghk 8 gh 2 Rh(F ):
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This condition along with the property div
 
Xh(F ) \ H0(div; F )

= Rh(F ) ensures ex-
istence, uniqueness, and quasi-optimality of the solution (zh; fh) to (7.5) (see [11]). In
particular, using the quasi-optimality and recalling that z = u, f = 0, we estimate
ku  zhkH(div;F ) . inf
vh2Xh(F )
(vh RTu)~njF=0
ku  vhkH(div;F ) + inf
gh2Rh(F )
kf   ghk
. ku  RTukH(div;F ): (7.8)
We now estimate ku  zhk ~H 1=2(F ). One has for any " 2 (0; 12)
ku  zhk ~H 1=2(F )  ku  zhk ~H 1=2+"(F ) = sup
w2H1=2 "(F )nf0g
j(u  zh;w)j
kwkH1=2 "(F )
: (7.9)
For a given w 2 H1=2 "(F ), we solve the following problem: Find ' 2 H1 (F ) such that
(r';r) =  (w;r) 8 2 H1 (F ): (7.10)
Similarly to (7.7), the regularity result for ' reads as
' 2 H3=2 "(F ); k'kH3=2 "(F ) . k ~fk(H1=2+"(F ))0 . kwkH1=2 "(F ); (7.11)
where ~f 2 (H1=2+"(F ))0 is deﬁned by ~f() =  (w;r), 8 2 H1=2+"(F ).
Then we set
q := w +r' 2 H1=2 "(F ) \H0(div; F ): (7.12)
It also follows from (7.10) that div q = divw + divr' = 0. Furthermore, we have by
(7.11)–(7.12) that
kqkH1=2 "(F ) . kwkH1=2 "(F ) + k'kH3=2 "(F ) . kwkH1=2 "(F ): (7.13)
We now use (7.12) and integration by parts to represent the numerator in (7.9) as
(u  zh;w) = (u  zh;q)  (u  zh;r')
= (u  zh;q) + (div (u  zh); ')  ((u  zh)  ~n; ')0;@F :
Hence, using (7.4), (7.5) and recalling that z = u, f = 0, we ﬁnd for any qh 2 Xh(F ) \
H0(div; F ) and arbitrary 'h 2 Rh(F )
j(u  zh;w)j = j(u  zh;q  qh) + (u  zh;qh)
+ (div (u  zh); '  'h)  ((u  RTu)  ~n; ')0;@F j
= j(u  zh;q  qh) + (div qh; fh)
+ (div (u  zh); '  'h)  ((u  RTu)  ~n; ')0;@F j
 ku  zhk kq  qhk+ j(div qh; fh)j+ kdiv (u  zh)k k'  'hk
+ k(u  RTu)  ~nkH 1+"(@F ) k'kH1 "(@F ): (7.14)
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Let q=uRT denote the Raviart-Thomas interpolation operator on the ‘coarse’ quasi-uniform
and shape-regular mesh q=uh (F ) obtained from the graded mesh 

h(F ) by patching to-
gether long and thin elements (see Figure 3). We also denote by q=u0 the L2(F )-projector
onto the space of piecewise constant functions on q=uh (F ). Then we set
qh := 
q=u
RT q 2 Xh(F ) \H0(div; F ) and 'h := q=u0 ' 2 Rh(F ):
Figure 3: An example of shape-regular quasi-uniform mesh (thicker lines) obtained by
patching together elements of the graded mesh (thinner lines).
By the standard properties of the Raviart-Thomas interpolation and the L2-projection
on quasi-uniform and shape-regular meshes, we have
div qh = 
q=u
0 div q = 0; (7.15)
kq  qhk . h1=2 " kqkH1=2 "(F )
(7.13)
. h1=2 " kwkH1=2 "(F ); (7.16)
k'  'hk . h k'kH3=2 "(F )
(7.11)
. h kwkH1=2 "(F ): (7.17)
To estimate k(u RTu)  ~nkH 1+"(@F ) we recall that
R
eh
(u RTu)  ~n = 0 for any element
edge eh  @F . Therefore, we can use a standard duality argument to prove (cf. [13, p. 259])
k(u  RTu)  ~nkH 1+"(@F ) .

max
eh@F
jehj
1 "
k(u  RTu)  ~nkL2(@F ):
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Then by interpolation we obtain
k(u  RTu)  ~nkH 1+"(@F ) . h1=2 " k(u  RTu)  ~nkH 1=2(@F ) . h1=2 " ku  RTukH(div;F )
(7.18)
(here, we also used the continuity of the normal trace operator v 7! v  ~nj@F as a mapping
H(div; F )! H 1=2(@F )).
Furthermore, one has
k'kH1 "(@F ) . k'kH3=2 "(F )
(7.11)
. kwkH1=2 "(F ): (7.19)
Now, using (7.15)–(7.19) in (7.14) and recalling (7.8) we ﬁnd
j(u  zh;w)j . h1=2 " ku  RTukH(div;F ) kwkH1=2 "(F ):
Using this estimate in (7.9) we obtain
ku  zhk ~H 1=2(F ) . h1=2 " ku  RTukH(div;F ): (7.20)
Now we can prove the desired result.
Proof of Proposition 6.1. For any u 2 Hs ( )\H(div ; ), we deﬁne Qhu 2 Xh face by
face as QhujF := zh for any face F   , where zh is a unique (vectorial) solution to (7.5).
Then the commuting diagram property (6.1) follows from the second identity in (7.5), and
inequality (7.20) yields estimate (6.2). 2
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